INDOCHINA
tfon was	The mechanism of such an institution proved
too	for the Annamites to grasp, and that precipitated its
de Pr^oyance were attempted on the
and	government control. The premium to be
to any	more than a hundred members was not
to	it survive. The most successful of these
the	or co-operatives. The mother society still
ie	some of her offspring have come to grief.
do not	the notion of periodic payments. Also the
in	of         of these experiments have found it irresistible
to	practices with the society's funds. The failure of
aJi of	has been grist to the mill of those Europeans
are incapable of either the use or the control
of
The	of the government's efforts to rout usury was the Cr&Et
in 1907. Its early development was as nothing
its	growth. From 1918 to 1926 fifteen Causes
tb	founded. In 1929, the last three provinces of Cochin-
a Cflttf«» so that there is now one for all twenty
The	group has about thirteen thousand members,
a	of 12,000,000 piastres, at a low interest rate.
The	in 1918 of property guarantees was the real basis of its
But it	only the middle and upper class of farmers who
to	their crops, or after a disaster when it has made them
i         to	With the depression, these Cmsses have been
under a hundred piastres and against
If they are able to continue this work, it will be
in	the	miserable element of the population,
too submerged to get help.
was for too long confined to scattering small
fairness. Important official credit establishments
for	seriously only since 1923, with the
of the	de PlmdocMne, and similar institu-
atoned for their initial slowness by the
0f	both urban and rural. In the countryside,
as the first to invade a field hitherto the
of	winy, ud where they have already succeeded in
the rate of	and multiple fonnaUties are the
of ft	d? these societies. "Hie depression has
to	they have lent too freely, and
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